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Abstract: The importance of host transmissibility in disease emergence has been demonstrated in 
historical and recent pandemics that involve infectious individuals, known as superspreaders, 
who are capable of transmitting the infection to a large number of susceptible individuals. To 
investigate the impact of superspreaders on epidemic dynamics, we formulate deterministic and 
stochastic models that incorporate differences in superspreaders versus nonsuperspreaders. In 
particular, continuous-time Markov chain models are used to investigate epidemic features 
associated with the presence of superspreaders in a population. We parameterize the models for 
two case studies, Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) and Ebola. Through mathematical 
analysis and numerical simulations, we find that the probability of outbreaks increases and time 
to outbreaks decreases as the prevalence of superspreaders increases in the population. In 
particular, as disease outbreaks occur more rapidly and more frequently when initiated by 
superspreaders, our results emphasize the need for expeditious public health interventions. 
